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Polymorphism
Peer Instruction

Which statement is correct about overriding 
private methods in the super class?

Please select the single correct answer.

A. Any derived class can override private methods in the base class.

B. Private methods can never be overridden by a derived class.

C. Any derived class in the same package can override private methods.

D. Overriding a private method hides the base class version.

E. Overriding private methods is allowed but highly discouraged.
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Which is printed when the following code 
with getClass calls is executed?

Person p = new Employee();

Employee e = new Employee();

System.out.println(p.getClass()+”,”+e.getClass());

A. class Person,class Employee

B. class Employee,class Employee

C. class Person,class Person

D. class Employee,class Person
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Which of the following is an incorrect 
statement about access modifiers?

Please select the single incorrect answer.

A. Public means methods and attributes accessible from anywhere.

B. Private means accessible only from within the class where defined.

C. Protected has a different meaning for methods and attributes.

D. Protected means accessible from same package or any subclass.

E. Default means no other access modifier has been specified.
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Which statement about the final keyword is 
incorrect?

Please select the single incorrect answer.

A. When final is applied to a class variable, it cannot be modified.

B. When final is applied to a local variable, it cannot be modified.

C. When final is applied to a parameter, it cannot be modified.

D. When final is applied to a method, it cannot be overridden.

E. When final is applied to a class, it can be extended but not instantiated.
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On to the lecture

Question - 9cs165: Peer 3 - Polymorphism - Spring Semester 2017

Abstract Classes and
Interfaces

Peer Instruction

Select the incorrect definition of an 
abstract method in Java.

cs163/164: Peer 10 - Abstract Classes and Interfaces - Fall Semester 2016

A. All of the methods that reside in an abstract class are by 
definition abstract.

B. All of the methods in a Java interface are abstract 
methods since they cannot have an implementation.

C. An abstract method cannot have an implementation 
until another class overrides it.

D. An abstract method is one without a physical or concrete 
existence!
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Which of the following definitions is 
incorrect with respect to abstract classes.

cs163/164: Peer 10 - Abstract Classes and Interfaces - Fall Semester 2016

A. A class that extends an abstract class is a subclass, or 
alternatively a derived or child class. 

B. When extended by another class, the abstract class itself 
is call a superclass, or alternatively a base or parent class. 

C. A nonabstract subclass that extends an abstract class has 
to override all of its abstract methods.

D. A superclass that is abstract is required to implement one 
or more abstract methods.
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Which statement is correct with respect to 
the diagram shown?

cs163/164: Peer 10 - Abstract Classes and Interfaces - Fall Semester 2016

A. B and C are subclasses that extend A.

B. A is a superclass that extends B and C.

C. B and C are superclasses that extend A.

D. A is a subclass that extends B and C.

public abstract class A {
...

}

public class B 
extends A {

...
}

public class C 
extends A {

...
}

Question - 15
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